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Therefore, Moscow is ready 0 make concessions on

strategic "space." But this strate

ic "exchange," of time
for space, is being completed under the most difficult of
condi tions , and there will n ot be any generous "prepay
ments . " They will seek to disgui e their own weakness,
to bluff, and will only pull back'f important considera
tions are given in return or thei o wn position actually

l

Bush troop cut plan
'would keep Red Army
in East Gennany

becomes fully untenable.
Cause aDd effect must not

In President George Bush's State of the Union Address
on Jan.

31, the President announced that he intended to

reduce the U. S. troop presence in Western Europe to

195,000, and that he expected the Soviet Union to do the

same in Eastern Euro Pe, a topic he had already discussed

with Soviet President Mikhail Gorbachov. What does this
mean for the security of the Federal Republic of Germany?
And what does it mean for the process of German unity?
First, it should be noted that the presence of U.S.
troops in the Federal Republic in the previous quantity
and quality was an absolute necessity, and will continue
to be so as long as the Soviet "Western Group of Forces"

remains in East Germany with their capacity for blitzkrieg
operations. But how long will the Soviet leadership

be in

the position to maintain this massive offensive military
presence on the Elbe?
This has nothing to do with "peace policy" or "disar
mament." Rather, it has to do with the rapidly progressing
life-and-death crisis of the Soviet empire. The Soviet lead
ershiJ>-with or without Gorbachov-is faced with such
an enormous "energy loss" and deterioration of forces as
a result of the crisis, that the postwar status quo in Central
Europe cannot be maintained. The Soviet leadership

well

knows that, ultimately, the attempt to rigidly maintain all
strategic positions in an objectively weakened condition
will lead to a further dissipation of the already-shrinking
forces and thus possibly, the loss of all positions. Mos
cow's strategy consists of winning time to regenerate its
own crisis-shaken position.

duck. But I am happy to note, that since then, Mitterrand and

bf confused. The actual

dissolution of the Wars aw Pact

nd the collapse of the

�

communist system in Central Eul' pe is the result of revo

lution ary convulsions that can no onger be contained, not
of Gorbachov' s "reform policy." orbachov' s portentous
statement on Jan. 30, that he acc pted German unity "in
principle," means, first, that he r cogn i zes that the situa
tion in East Germany cannot econ mically and political1y
be maintained, and, second, that he wilJ attempt to play
for time while he "allows" the economic rehabilitation of
East Germany by the Federal Rep blic.
Concretely and practically, the Soviet position means
that German unity must not be f ced by the pressure of
the "street"-Gorbachov's under-rtanding of the right of

+

self-determi.n

G. .

but that the victori

ous powers of
. the Seco.nd World . . ar must have the final
say. This was formulated with ill minating clarity by So
v ie t Prime Ministe� Nikolai Ry hkov in Gorbachov's
presence.

Thatcher, Bush echo Russ aDS
Even the casual observer mu t be struck with the as
tonishing similarity of Gorbacho 's statements on Ger
man unity. following his passion,e embrace of East Ger
man Prime Minister Hans Modrow , to the statements
made by British Pripte Minister
and the Bush
administration on the German question. German unity has
neve been contested '�in principlF" in London or Wash
ington either..-only it takes seconll priority to "stability,"
to "balance," ..and.\the rights ofth,e superpowers, and

r

pnatcher

details of the various countries in the former Soviet glacis in

the government in France, have taken some very important

Eastern Europe. But I would like to sum up. First, there is

steps for rapprochement to the West German position. This

total disagreement between the elites and the masses inside

increased French understanding of the needs of the situation

the Soviet Union. Second, we are witnessing a collapse of

is reflected perhaps best in the decision of the president of

the authority of the Soviet state

the European Community Jacques Delors, who will allow

of that is what you've seen last year in Uzbekistan, and

East Germany to become the 13th member of the European

Kazakhstan, this year in the Balti region, in Lithuania espe

and of course the proof

Community, without any particular administrative and tech

cially, in the Transcaucasus. And then we have the crippling

nical process. These are political steps that reflect the at

of the collective consciousness which necessarily leads to a

tempts of the people in the streets to define revolutionary

failure and a collapse. The fact that the Gorbachov people

political solutions to these questions.

have tried to put an end to the extreme hostility against the

Because of the pressure of time, I cannot go into the
36
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West, have tried to open up to the West, will not be enough
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ks.

there is no reason to hUrry.
to the third millennium.
When President Bush

Thatcher typically refers

but not mechanically impossible; 2) the expected rejection
of further Soviet military occupation of East Germany by

nounced that he intended to

�s in Europe to 195,000 each,
he did not forget to add that �e anticipated no further troop
reduction. The "upper liuf t" is thus simultaneously a

limit U.S. and Soviet troo

"lower limit" for superpower troops in Europe. Five years

the population there; and, finally,

3) the process of Ger

man unity.

To keep the Russians in?
We cannot escape the impression that Bush's proposal

of the Strategic Defense Ini

fundamentally alters the character of the U.S. troop pres

erall at the time and a still

ence in Germany. The Bush plan seems to have turned

functioning Warsaw Pact, that would have been worth

the previous NATO goal, "to keep the Russians out,"

ago, against the backgroun
tiative plans for NATO

0

discussing. But now, Bush s proposal means the imposi

into its opposite. Indeed, we might think that the dictum

tion of the presence of 195, OOO----unwanted-Soviet sol

expressing Lord Ismay's goal for NATO, "to keep the

diers in Central Europe!

Germans down," has been completely adopted by Bush.

On closer examination (!)f Bush's proposal, it emerges

Unfortunately, all this indicates that Bush and Gorbachov

195,000 troops

came to the understanding at Malta to deploy, in the ab

of the Soviets and the Un ted States will be stationed,

sence of any political and economic possibilities for in

additionally that the space in which the

essentially merges togethe in West and East Germany.

fluence and organization, their military presence in both

Given the present conditio

of the Soviet Union, it is in

parts of Germany in order to assert their power interests

no position to maintain its

oop presence in Hungary and

against the process of German unity and the coming into

Czechoslovakia. The press re from those peoples against

existence of a pan-European economic space from "Portu

the troops is simply too

gal to Poland."

, reat.

Also, the Soviet troop

be reduced, so that in

Heretofore, the U. S. troop presence in the Federal Re

the foreseeable future ther will only be Soviet logistical

public was commensurate with the objective and massive

presence in Poland will ob�iously
groups stationed there.

srl aims, in its end result, at a

Thus, the Bush propo

continuing massive troop wesence of the Soviet Western
Group in East Germany. Conversely, it is now obvious

that, in comparison with t e Federal Republic, the small
U.S. military presence i

d

p

Great Britain, the Benelux

threat to Western Europe by the military power of the Sovi
et Union and the Warsaw �act. This threat is now in a pro
cess of change, but certainly hasn't ceased. The potential
of Soviet military power, especially of the Western Group
of Forces, is essentially intact. In harmony with the three
strategic trends mentioned above-with regard to the Sovi

states, Italy, Greece, and T rkey, as wet! as on the Iberian

et Union, East Germany, and the process of German uni

peninsula, will be further r duced. The mass ofU.S. forc

ty-Western security policy must aim, not at maintaining

if

es in Europe will stay in Germany.
The Bush proposal is

blatant contradiction to three

the Soviet military presence in east Central Europe, and
especially in East Germany, but rather at ending that pres

foreseeable and in no way specuLative strategic trends: 1)
t
the further drain on Sovie forces that is to be expected

ence outside the borders of the Soviet Union.

through the intensifying

proposed in

conomic and political crisis

Then, the Soviet Union can, as Lyndon LaRouche

1988, expect economic cooperation from

within the Soviet Union, which will make its forward

West and Central Europe that will allow it to find a way

military presence in East Germany increasingly difficult

out of its present life-and-death crisis.-Michael Liebig

to avoid this collapse.

cal strategic factors, and see which way they point, negative

We have in the Russian pppulation, very important resi

I

ly or positively. First is that the conditions of domination in

dues of messianic outlooks. Those messianic outlooks are

the political structures have now been massively called into

still there. The question is that these messianic outlooks could

question. Secondly, again, there is no agreement between

lead the Soviet Union back td the path of military confronta

the masses and the elites. The human potential is no longer

tion, especially under circumstances in which the military

loyal, everybody wants to leave the sinking ship. The ques

caste would assume power, or the state security apparatus.

tion of morale, the psychological factor, is at an absolute

Up to now Gorbachov of course has been acting in close

zero point. There's no spirit of self-sacrifice as in the Great

coordination with the state sdcurity apparatus but that could

Patriotic War, the Second World War. The level of psycholo

change and then you'd get the messianic element of that also

gy overall is depressive.

becoming the dominant one.

I

Why don't we just take a look for a moment at the c1assi-
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The third question is strategic potential. There we have to
see that the Soviet available strategic potential is completely
Feature
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